
 

 

Enjoy a unique SCX® model that lets you see how your car works like you 
never have before 

  
SCX® PRESENTS THE AUDI R8 PRO GLASSWORK 

  
Its transparent bodyshell lets you see the top-quality components in a car 

that will stand out right from its first race 
 

 
 
SCX® brings you the new Audi R8 PRO Glasswork, a car with a unique look combined with all 
the raw power of a PRO model. Its blistering performance is enhanced by being able to see 
what is going on under the bodyshell at all times. 
 
The new SCX® PRO line is based on the “Ready to Race” concept. These are cars which are 
ready to hit the track without first going through the boxes, with the high performance required 
for the Rally and GT categories, developed by champions and professionals from the world of 
slot racing. The PRO line features with top-quality spare parts, in market standard sizes and 
compatible with the SCX® Original line. 
 
The R&D department at SCX® has re-invented the PRO series to bring 1/32 scale racing 
enthusiasts a line in which the priority is the results gained by finely-tuned machines designed 
specially for sport and competition rather than simply a reproduction of the real car. 



 

 

 
Many of the features used at competition level are here in these cars, ready for demanding 
competitive driving but also suitable for fine tuning in a host of areas. Performance is the top 
priority in these cars, where care has been taken down to the last detail. 
 
The new Audi R8 PRO Glasswork has 
aluminium wheels and balanced axles. It also 
features new crown gears, new pinions and 
different points where it can be adjusted. This 
SCX® model lets you use any motor on the 
market thanks to the Pro long case motor 
bracket, featured as an accessory on the car. 
 
The innovative floating bed on this PRO, with a 
moving motor and a rear drive train which can 
move in all directions (inertia movement, 
lengthwise movement and dynamic sideways 
tipping) or be fixed, add to its attractions – if 
this is possible – when it hits the track. 
 
The Audi R8 PRO from SCX® is the first car 
on the market with an internal brake using a 
floating shoe – and the option of deactivating it. 
Its raked bodyshell stands out not only 
because it is transparent, but also because it is very light, weighing only 17 grammes, and has 
nothing stuck to it. 
 
Overall, with the Audi R8 PRO Glasswork from SCX® you have a car which is original not only 
in its appearance, but also in its high power and performance. A model which is ready right from 
the word go to compete at the top level. 
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